
E-A-R™ Flexible Fit Earplug

Industry First Washable
Foam Earplug!



3M™ E-A-R™
Express™ Pod

Plugs™

3M™ E-A-R™
Push-Ins™

3M™ No Touch™ 3M™ E-A-R™
Push-Ins™ with
Grip Rings

3M™ Skull
Screws™

The unique cap
shape of foam ear tip
compresses when
going into the ear
canal and slowly
expands to fit.

The E-A-R form™
foam ear tip has a
smooth surface to
help ear tip slide

easily into ear canal.

Smaller ultra soft
cone shaped foam
ear tip may fit some
ear canals better.

Ultra soft cone
shaped foam has
patented grip rings.

Ultra soft foam
conical ear tip has
helical raised ribs

(screw threads). The
unique design
appeals to some

users.

3M™ First Generation Push-to-Fit Earplugs

Includes the great features of the first generation push-to-fit earplugs:
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Stiff, yet flexible fitting stem to guide the soft foam ear tip into the ear canal.

The foam tip does not need to be rolled down, helping to keep the tip cleaner longer.

The earplug can be inserted with gloved or dirty hands.

The 3M™ E-A-R™ Flexible Fit Earplug has a patented foam formulation which makes the earplug fully
washable and reusable for up to two weeks.

The option of using a one-hand insertion method (16dB Class 2) or the traditional two-hand insertion method
(20dB Class 3)*.

Durable foam construction, earplugs are encapsulated in the same material.

*3M strongly recommends fit testing of hearing
protectors. Research suggests that many users will
receive less noise reduction than indicated due to
variation in hearing protector fit, fitting, and motivation
of the user. 3M recommends that it be reduced by
50% or in accordance with applicable regulations.

3M™ E-A-R™ Flexible Fit
Next Generation Push-to-Fit Technology

PLUS



3M™ E-A-R™ Flexible Fit Earplugs

Washable Foam

First washable foam earplug.

Simple to clean with mild soap
and water for repeat usage.

New Patented Foam Design

The 3M™ E-A-R™ Flexible Fit
Earplug has a patented foam
formulation which makes the
earplug fully washable for up to
2 weeks.

No Roll Down

Easy, quick insertion with no roll
down.

Helps keep the conical foam tip
clean.

Great for glove wearers or dirty
environments.

Corded or Uncorded

Available with or without cord.

Comfortable Foam

Foam is considered one of the
most comfortable materials for
earplugs.

New Single-Hand insertion Claim

First to claim SLC80 with single
hand insertion (16dB class 2).

Also has two handed insertion
(20dB class 3).

Innovation meets comfort
New Patented Design

Patented design and innovative thermoplastic materials makes Flexible Fit one of 3M’s most versatile and
durable push-to-fit earplugs.

Comfort Fit

Contoured foam tips provides comfort when worn
over long periods.

Ergonomically designed flexible stem provides a
snug fit.
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Multiple use and
washability like a

reusable

Washable Foam Earplug

An industry first – First Washable Foam Earplug

The 3M™ E-A-R™ Flexible Fit Earplug is the first of its kind to be washable in a foam earplug variant.

Best of both worlds, comfort of a foam plug with multiple use and washability like a reusable.

Patented foam formulation which makes the earplug fully washable and reusable for up
to two weeks.

Simply gently wash with mild soap and water for repeat usage. Suitable for repeated wear, offers great
value to users.

A new, one-hand insertion method is offered in addition to the traditional two-hand method. Both methods
carry their own attenuation rating.

3M is not changing how push-to-fit earplugs have traditionally been inserted. We are only adding a new
option.

First in the market to claim SLC80 with single hand insertion (16dB class2).

Also has the traditional two-handed insertion
(20dB class 3).

An industry first – New Single-Hand Insertion Claim
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INSERT rounded ear tip into ear canal while holding stem with thumb and finger. (Fig. 1)

HOLD PRESSURE on stem for a few seconds WHILE INSERTING. If needed, push stem from a different
direction to make insertion easier. (Fig. 2)

The entire ear tip should be inside the ear canal.

Methods for Inserting 3M™ E-A-R™ Flexible Fit Earplugs

New One-Hand Method For 3M™ E-A-R™ Flexible Fit Earplug-First with a one-hand
insertion claim.

INSERT rounded ear tip into ear canal WHILE
PULLING ear outward and upward with opposite
hand. (Fig. 3)

HOLD PRESSURE on stem for a few seconds
WHILE INSERTING. If needed, push stem from a
different direction to make insertion easier. (Fig. 4)

Two-Hand Method

Product 3M ID Code

E.A.R™ Flexible Fit Probed Test Plug 70071732690 393-2026-50

EARfit Validation Compatible

Although the two-hand fitting method carries a higher attenuation rating, it is not a precise indicator of the
attenuation individuals will achieve. This is due to variation in ear canal size, shape, and fitting skill.

That is why 3M recommends individual fit testing of hearing protectors to validate the level of attenuation
individuals can get from a particular hearing protector (Personal Attenuation Rating).
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Who are our flexible fit users?

Workers who wear gloves in their daily work, or those working in dirty environments.

Users who want the comfort of a foam plug as well as the value of multiple use and washability like a reusable.

Workers who do not need to be over attenuated - being able to stay protected while staying aware of their
surroundings.

Workers who may need to wear earplugs for longer periods and may value comfort first.

Users who are only able to use one hand, to have ease and
convenience to insert the earplug.

Recommended industries include Construction,
Transportation, Manufacturing, Welding, Utilities.

328-1001 328-1000

3M™ E-A-R™ Flexible Fit SKUs & Pricing

Product 3M ID Code

E.A.R™ Flexible Fit Corded Earplugs in Polybag 70071732690 328-1001

E.A.R™ Flexible Fit Uncorded Earplugs in Polybag 70071732245 328-1000

100 pairs per box, 4 boxes per case

100 pairs per box, 4 boxes per case

E.A.R™ Flexible Fit Probed Test Plug 70071732690 393-2026-50

Product 3M ID Code
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3M™ E-A-R™ Flexible Fit Earplugs

Breakthrough Innovations

Industry first washable foam earplug and the first earplug with one-hand insertion claim.

Comfort Fit

Big focus on comfort, with its patented new foam encapsulated design and ergonomic flex fit stem

One Hand Insertion Claim

First in the market to claim SLC80 with single hand insertion, perfect for
users who do not need over attenuation.

EARfit Compatible

The new 1hand insertion claim is a great way to start the conversation
around proper fit and PAR, as the flexible fit is EARfit compatible.

Please feel free to enquire with Kieran or Adel at
Adept Industrial Solutions on 1800 008 590.

Freecall: 1800 008 590
www.adept-industrial.com.au
sales@adept-industrial.com.au
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